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ALL POINTS BULLETIN

Mina’s Lighter Side

Send Us News: The
Rap Sheet is always
on the lookout for
information about
new and
forthcoming books,
special author projects, genre
innovations, and distinctive crimefiction-related Web sites. Shoot us
an e-mail note here.

(Editor’s note: In association with the new American publication of
Still Midnight, Denise Mina’s eighth novel, Jim Napier, a mystery
and crime fiction critic
living in Quebec, Canada,
has sent us the following
profile of the author. This
piece appeared originally
in the Quebec daily
newspaper, the
Sherbrooke Record.)
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I approached my interview
with Scottish crime writer
Denise Mina with the same
trepidation and dread I
usually reserve for visits to

Subscribe

Delivered by FeedBurner

my dentist or tax
accountant. After all, the

Subscribe in a Reader

rumor was that she used
to screen her first dates
by subjecting them to slasher films such as The Texas Chainsaw
Massacre to determine whether they were really compatible! And

THE USUAL SUSPECTS

Mina’s novels, infused with a strong sense of justice gone awry, and

J. Kingston Pierce, editor

set against the bleak desolation of Glasgow, are no less dark.

Megan Abbott
Dick Adler

Imagine my surprise, then, when I discovered that Denise Mina is not

Declan Burke

at all like her books. She is an open, engaging person with a strong

Mark Coggins

sense of humor, petite, and with a haircut that reminds you of Peter
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sense of humor, petite, and with a haircut that reminds you of Peter

Michael Gregorio

Pan--if you add to the mix a bit of Darth Vader. We got together

Gordon Harries

last June at Bloody Words, the annual Canadian crime-writing
festival, where she was--not coincidentally--the International Guest
of Honor. Managing to snare an out-of-the-way corner where we
could chat, I began by asking Mina about her unusual technique for

Cameron Hughes
Ali Karim
Patrick Lennon

screening dates. Flashing a mischievous smile, she acknowledged

Rafe McGregor

that her favorite movie is The Exorcist. Her only surprise, she said,

Stephen Miller

was learning that not everyone shared her taste.

Roger “R.N.” Morris
Gary Phillips

Noting that she wrote her very first novel, Garnethill, while she was

Anthony Rainone

still a university student, I asked Mina whether her success--that

Linda L. Richards

book went on to win the John Creasey Award for Best First Crime

Kevin Burton Smith

Novel of 1998--motivated her to end her university studies in law
and turn to writing full-time. “I was astonished,” she admitted. “I
only wrote it to exorcise the dream of being a writer from my head,
and then it got published. I was looking forward to a very grim

Jason Starr
David Thayer
Jim Winter

future as an academic, I’m afraid. I took on too much admin and
had no confidence in my own research--which is essential. My
academic supervisor was thrilled for me when I got published and

KILLER COVER OF THE WEEK

gave up. He’s a good guy and still a friend.”
Mina’s novels--including the brand-new U.S. release, Still Midnight-often go well beyond the conventional legal resolution of conflicts,
to raise complex moral questions about what is right or just. When I
asked her what that tells us about her view of the law and how it
functions, she said, “It’s a very old-fashioned thing to want to
develop the ability to question and examine issues of morality, but I
think I benefited from not being taught that way in the sense that I
strove to think about these things myself. The law is a social
construct and I don’t see it as a separate entity from how society
works.” Apparently, that thinking strikes a

To learn more, click here.

chord with readers, for her books regularly
find spots at the top of the bestseller lists
in British crime fiction.
One of the most compelling things about
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Mina’s fiction is her intense portrayal of
flawed and conflicted personalities. I asked
her how she managed to get into the skin
of such characters, whether she
deliberately sought out such people, and to

THE MORGUE
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what extent she based her portrayals on
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real individuals. Her response was insightful, in itself a commentary
on our times: “They are based on the people around me. I know all
of these people, the gangsters, the damaged, the struggling. I think
we all do. For example, one in four people will suffer from a mental
illness at some point in our lives, so I don’t really need to go to [a]
day care center to meet people with mental health issues.”
A chilling thought, and I followed it up with a question about the
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DISCLOSURE NOTICE

The Rap Sheet accepts books sent
free of charge from publishers,
publicists, and authors. Those works
may inspire reviews on this page.
However, in no case is any promise
given that a book will be the subject
of an endorsement or review, either
positive or negative.

protagonist featured in her most recent novels, investigative
reporter Paddy Meehan. “Paddy is a diffident, yet driven woman,” I
said, “struggling to transcend her own background and resolve her
own issues. How much of Paddy is in you?” Mina paused for a
moment and her reply was typically perceptive. “Well, you know,
my generation was the first to go to university and I think we all
feel an educational chasm between ourselves and our parents, who
struggled for us to have that right. To a certain extent everyone

■ General

tries to transcend their background, which is heartbreaking only

(Another) 52 Books

when you become a parent and realize with a start [that] I am the
future problem you’ll be pushing against.”
I looked around and saw that others were waiting to speak with
Mina. Our time was drawing to an end, but I had to ask her one

Anthony Rainone
Art & Literature
At the Villa Rose
AustCrime

more question. “Crime fiction--especially ‘Tartan Noir’--has become

Bang!

much edgier and darker in recent years,” I began. “Where do you

The Big Adios

think it’s headed in the future, and where would you like to take it?

Big Beat from Badsville

”

Bill Crider’s Pop Culture Magazine
Bill Peschel

Her response was immediate and, for those who know her work,
predictable: “I’d like to take it to a new place, a darker place, a
more authentic place where plot and characterization seem selfevidently true and the plot mechanisms are better hidden.” She
flashed her Peter Pan grin. “Wish me luck!”

Bish’s Beat
Black Irish Blarney
The Bloodstained Bookshelf
Bloody Knuckles, Callused Fingertips
BookBitchBlog

Mina’s latest work, Still Midnight, is about the kidnapping of an

Booked for Murder

elderly man from a middle-class suburb, with the kidnappers

Bookends

demanding a king’s ransom for his safe return. But the hapless

Bookgasm

hoodlums seem to have targeted the wrong house: their victim is a

Books ’n’ Bytes

first-generation immigrant to Britain, an elderly Asian who runs a

Brit Grit

small corner store. Detective Sergeant Alex Morrow gets landed with

The Bunburyist

the case, and worse, is paired with Grant Bannerman, a careeroriented officer she has reason to loathe. No one in the missing
man’s family can--or will--shed any light on why their father has
been taken, but Morrow has her suspicions, and while sparring with
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been taken, but Morrow has her suspicions, and while sparring with
Bannerman, she vows to dig beneath the surface of the secretive
family and discover their hidden secrets.

A Case of Murder
Chalk Outlines in Snow
The Chandler Site
Classic Mysteries

Mina combines gritty, street-level realism in these pages with

Classic Paperback Reads

graphic, explicit language and a raw, cynical take on the world.

Col Bury’s New Crime Fiction

Evocative but unsentimental, Still Midnight is a literary novel,

Confessions of an Idiosyncratic Mind

raising themes of fear, guilt, shame, and personal integrity; it is also

Confessions of a Mystery Novelist

simply a cracking good tale, compelling, layered and nuanced, fastpaced and utterly believable.
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Crime Always Pays
Crime Beat (South Africa)
The Crime Book Club (B&N)

Bullet Points: Daylight Savings Time Edition

Crimedog One

• You can now vote in Round Two of blogger Jen Forbus’ “World’s

Crime Scene NI

Favorite Detective” tournament. There are a few uncomfortable
pairings among the 16 on offer (how does one choose between Philip
Marlowe and Travis McGee, for instance, or Tom Thorne and Alan
Banks?), but decisions must be made. Cast your ballots here.

Crime Down Under
Crime Scene Scotland
Crime Scraps
The Crimes of Austin Carr
CrimeSpace

• The latest short-story in Beat to a Pulp comes from Pennsylvania

CrimeSpot

woodworker Joshua Andra. His yarn is called “My Best Pal.”

Crimespree Cinema
Crime Watch (New Zealand)

• Hamilton Burger, how could you? Larry Harnish, author of the Los

Criminal Brief

Angeles Times’ excellent history blog, The Daily Mirror, takes us

Criminal Minds

back to 1960 and Perry Mason actor William Tallman’s arrest at a

Critical Mick

nude pot party in West Hollywood.
• Here’s a book cover that will instill fear in the hearts of all those
narrow-minded, right-wing American Christianists.

The Curzon Group
Dave’s Fiction Warehouse
Davy Crockett’s Almanack
Detectives Beyond Borders

• Other than a brief mention last year in Mystery*File, I don’t think

DJ’s Krimiblog

I had heard anything about writer Cleve F. Adams until blogger Evan

Do Some Damage

Lewis started writing about his literary output in Davy Crockett’s

Dot Dead Diary

Almanack. After first recommending Adams’ Sabotage as a

Double O Section

“forgotten book” worth reading, Lewis has now posted a complete

Do You Write Under Your Own Name?

Adams novelette, “Jigsaw,” which first appeared in the June 11,

The Drowning Machine

1938, edition of Detective Fiction Weekly. More on Adams’ series
protagonists can be found here.
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